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Plugging an nlg system to a theorem prover is sienti�ally interestingbeause the output of the prover is expeted to be enoded in a non ad holanguage (i.e. logial formulae) whih is moreover very lose the language oflinguisti meaning representation in the frameworks of formal model-theoretisemantis. Indeed, a mathematial proof has a stable and a well de�ned formalstruture: a natural dedution proof is, for example, a hierarhy of elimina-tion and introdution rules appliation, that we all a proof tree. From asemanti point of view, suh a struture an be interpreted as a sequene ofinferenes (whih may be embedded). Therefore, we an intuitively assumethat the information given by the proof tree, gives us not only the semantiontent of the proof text, but also some information about its argumenta-tive and rhetorial struture. This point has been made and used in numberof previous works in natural language proof generation ([8,7℄) whih elabo-rate proof tree exploration strategies. Those strategies attempt to build adoument plan by arranging and grouping portions of the proof tree. Now,the texts produed this way are orret and lose to formal proof, but theyare stereotyped, unnatural, fastidious and extremely hard to read. We thinkthat a possible explanation of those drawbaks is the di�ulty to reognisewhat should be done by ontent determination module vs. doument stru-turing module. Moreover, even though the proof tree struture onstrains therhetorial struture, it does not fully de�ne it. Empirially we notie thata proof text reports not only the proof tree struture but also the reasoningmehanism used in the proof.In this paper, we present an original strategy of text proof planning, whihattempts to produe more natural and loser to hand-written text proofs.The broad outline of our strategy is detailed through the presentation of theGePhoX system [5℄, whih is a natural language proof generation system, theformal proofs from whih we generate the text being obtained with the proofassistant PhoX [12℄. GePhoX is intended to help mathematiians usingPhoX; and also to be used for omputer assisted logi teahing [11℄.We fous on the generator What-to-say? module, whose organisation fol-lows the standard arhiteture [13℄ in two sub-modules (�gure 1) :ContDet in harge of omputing the ontent to be expressed from the PhoXoutput, this alulus takes into aount the user 1 knowledge,DoStrut in harge of disourse plan alulus.The disourse plans presented here are sdrs, following the sdrt formalism[2,1℄. This hoie is doubly motivated: on the one hand our model is based onthe doument struturing model in [6℄, whih shows the e�etiveness of sdrtfor deep generation; and on the other hand we adopt the onlusions reahedby [14℄, namely that drt (and impliitly sdrt) o�ers a partiularly adaptedformalism for analysing and representing mathematial texts.
1 We designate by user the GePhoX generated text reipient, and by redator the PhoXuser 2
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Fig. 1. What-to-say? module arhiteture2 Content determination : the ContDet moduleThe proof assistant PhoX allows one to onstrut mathematial proofs onthe omputer, and guarantee the validity of the written proofs. Even if thesoftware has an automated dedution apability, the main use of PhoX � bymathematiians and espeially for teahing mathematis � is to hek thateah step of the proof is orret. To build a proof, the redator guides theomputer in the reasoning, and the software deals with the veri�ations andthe fastidious steps of the proof.2.1 GePhoX inputGePhoX takes as input two kinds of informations: the proof sript represent-ing the ommands entered by redator, whih is also a trae of the proof, andthe PhoX output formed by fragments of the proof tree, whih an be takenas the proof ontent.The ContDet module has to ompute from the input, taking into aountthe user knowledge, the message that will be expressed by the generator. The�gure 2 illustrates the treated input. One of the peuliarities of GePhoX isthat the text produed has to follow as muh as possible the struture enodedin the proof sript.2.2 Knowledge basesIn GePhoX, the input is represented with onepts and roles of a desriptionlogi (dl, f.[4℄). Domain and user spei� knowledge are respetively enodedin two knowledge bases: dkb and ukb (where ukb is a sub-set of dkb). Thoseknowledge bases onsist of two di�erent parts. On the one hand, the T-Box(for terminologial knowledge) enodes intensional knowledge, i.e. domain(resp. user) onepts and roles. For example, the onept Entier desribesthe set of natural numbers, in addition, the axioms are used to representreasonning strategies. 3



Proof sript PhoX outputdef Q m = m > 0 ∧ ∃n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2). Q = λm (m > 0 ∧ ∃n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2) : nat → proplem de ∀m ∈ N(Qm → ∃m′ ∈ N (Qm′ ∧ m′ < m)). de = ∀m ∈ N (Qm → ∃m′ ∈ N(Qm′ ∧ m′ < m)) :theoremlem sq2_irrat ∀m ∈ N ¬Qm. sq2_irrat = ∀m ∈ N ¬Qmtheoremtheorem square2_irrat ∀m, n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2 → m = 0 ∧ n = 0). goal 1/1 ⊢ ∀m, n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2 → m = 0∧ n = 0)intros. apply sq2_irrat with H. goal 1/1H := m ∈ N, H0 := n ∈ NH1 := m2 = 2 * n2, G := ¬Qm

⊢ m = 0 ∧ n = 0elim H with [ase℄. goal 1/2 goal 2/2H2 := m = 0 H2 := y ∈ N

⊢ 0 = 0 ∧ n = 0 H3 := m = S y
⊢ S y = 0 ∧n = 0... ...Fig. 2. Fragment of GePhoX input for �√2 is ir rational �On the other hand, the A-Box (for assertional knowledge) enodes exten-sional knowledge, i.e. the individuals of our universe. For instane, n ∈ Entierintrodues an individual n belonging to the onept Entier.2.3 Content alulusThe general priniple of ontent alulus is the following. We must �rst buildthe oneptual expressions (T-Box) representing the input. While doing this,we have to keep in mind a set I of individuals to whih they are assoiated.The ontent determination operates on this T-Box 2 .Finally, the oneptual expressions are instaniated using the individualsin I to produe an A-Box (a set of fats) representing the message to begenerated.The ContDet module starts with the translation task, meaning that theinput of the generator is translated into dl, using the onepts and roles ofdkb. If the de�nitions and theorems resulting from PhoX are not presentin the knowledge base, the translation proedure is able to dynamially re-ate new onepts using the onepts and roles whih are known, and ax-ioms orresponding to de�nitions and theorems. For example, the de�nitiondef Q m = m > 0 ∧ ∃n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2) will give us the onept Q de�nedby: Q .

= Ensemble ∧ ∃sous-ensemble.{N∗} ∧ ∃eq-def.{∃n ∈ N (m2 = 2∗n2)} 3 .One we have built the set ECD of oneptual expressions representing ourinput, the ContDet module will selet in this set what we must say.To do this we use �ltering and grouping operations, to deide on the sele-tion. The �rst operation onsists in deteting the reasoning strategies and their
2 Two reasons motivate this hoie: the �rst one is tehnial, in dl the reasoning is easieron T-Box. The seond, more theoretial, is due to the use of the oneptual expressions inthe lexialization proess, but this does not fall within the sope of the present paper.
3 {c} represents the onept ontaining only the individual c.4



parameters: for instane, reognizing that the ommand �elim H with [ase℄�orresponds to the announement of a ase reasoning, the system omputesthe di�erent ases and assoiates them with this announement.The seond operation is to highlight the similarities between di�erent stepsin the proof. For this we use onept uni�ation [3℄.Finally, ContDet attempts to math the omplex onept de�nitions inthe dkb with the expressions in ECD. This allows one to synthesize sets ofmore or less simple information to be assoiated with a prede�ned onept inthe knowledge base (this operation is generally named aggregation in naturallanguage generation).The axioms (i.e. de�nitions in the dkb) used for this task are subsequentlykept in mind to alulate seond order relations on the elements of ECD.The obtained T-Box gives a proof representation using all the oneptsof the domain. To produe ooperative and personalized texts, we need toompare this representaion with the user knowledge (ukb), in order to makesure that he/she an understand the ontent of ECD. This omes down toexplaining (i.e. deomposing) the ECD onepts whih are not present in theukb. This gives us a new ECU oneptual expression set, whih is alulatedby projetion of ECD in the ukb.The last step of ontent determination is to instaniate the expressions in
ECU with the individuals in I and to verify the onsisteny of the obtainedA-Box fragment.3 Doument struturingThe �gure 3 gives an example of the ContDet output 4 . This kind of struturean be seen as an ordered 5 set of logial forms marking the signi�ant stepsof the proof.The axioms that allow us to build ertain A-Boxs are given in the seondolumn. Moreover, the given struture is riher than a simple proof tree, sinethe ContDet module ensures that they ontain some elements of informationfrom the proof sript.A entral point in our deep generation strategy onsists in exploiting thisrihness, onsidering that the proof sript steps translated into logial formsan be assimilated to ommuniative intentions. Those intentions allow usto generate speeh ats whih � humanise � the proof text, by inluding in itsome rhetorial elements other than the usual logial relations.The doument plan alulus is taken into aount by the DoStrut mod-ule. We adopt here the doument struturing model proposed by [6℄. TheDoStrut module is in harge of two main tasks in order to produe a do-
4 The notation p1 = Prop(�m2 = ...�) is a shortut for Prop(p1) ∧ onstant(p1,�m2 = ...�).
5 The order is imposed by the semantis of the dynami onjuntion ∧ whih is not sym-metrial. In the �gure 3, the enumeration of logial forms is given to improve readability.5



Logial forms (ABox) AxiomsA sous-ensemble(Q,N∗) ∧ Q .
= Ensemble∧define(Q,�∃n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2)� ) ∃sous-ensemble.{N∗} ∧

∃eq-def.{∃n ∈ N (m2 = 2 ∗ n2)B Entier(m) ∧ neg-Q(m) neg-Q .
= ¬ QC t1 = not-in(sqrt−2,Q) ∧ Theoreme(t1) ∧ annone(t1)1. Entier(m) ∧ Entier(n) ∧ hoose(m) ∧ hoose(n)2. p1 = Prop(�m2 = 2 ∗ n2�) ∧ suppose(p1)3. l1 = lemme(�lemme1�)4. neg-Q(m) ∧ implies(e3,e4)D 5. CaseReason(current) // the redator start a ase reasoning6. is-ase(current,e6) ∧ Nul(m)7. Nul(n) ∧ implies(e6,e7)8. is-ase(current,e8) ∧ Entier-non -nul(m)

. . . . . .Fig. 3. Fragment of the message for �√2 is irrational � (ContDet Output)ument struture: 1) hoosing the minimal strutural units, 2) hoosing therhetorial relations linking the units among them, to ensure disourse ohe-sion and oherene.3.1 Segmentation of the logial forms setThe A-Box 6 struture alulated by the ContDet module an be viewed as aonneted 7 graph (the nodes desribe individuals and the edges the onep-tual roles or relations). In this graph, ertain subgraphs are strongly onneted(pseudo-liques). Our strategy is to onsider them as the soure of minimaldisourse units, i.e. minimal ontent segments.Furthermore, the subgraphs are onneted with dependeny relations thatwe assimilate to high order relations, bearing on the disourse units. Suh arelation orresponds either to a sript ommand or to the result of an axiomappliation (e.g. dedution, onlusion...). This mehanism is illustrated inthe shema:
Segments

High order relations

6 Our logial forms are in fat a fragment of the A-Box
7 We only onsider here the ase of a single onneted graph; if we have a graph omposedof several non-onneted subgraphs, the DoStrut module treats them separately. In ourmessage (�gure 3) the lines A, B, C and D represent the unonneted subgraphs of ourinput. 6



The segmentation result is given in the left olumn of the �gure 3, in whiheah line orresponds to a disourse segment.As previously stated, our future doument plan will be formalised in sdrt,i.e. it will be a sdrs (Segmented Disourse Representation Struture) [2℄. Ansdrs is a struture in whih disourse onstituents are onneted by rhetorialrelations. The onstituents are dynami semanti representations inheritedfrom the drt, namely drss. The segments in �gure 3 will be translated intodrss, and aording to [6℄, this operation will take plae at the same timewith the rhetorial relations seletion.3.2 Rhetorial relations alulusThe model proposed by [6℄ is delarative. The main idea is that rhetorialrelations are assoiated to meaning postulates whih in turn are onsideredas onditions (triggers) of seleting a valid relation. The onditions are for-mulated in the same language as input logial forms in order to allow diretassoiations.The �gure 4(a) illustrates suh an assoiation with a Resultat rule, whihin sdrt expresses a ausality relation between two sentenes. The rule hasthe following form: onditions → sdrs. The sdrs on the right-hand sideis a disourse omponent in whih the rhetorial relation triggered is instan-tiated. The funtion Calulate_SDRS will be developed in � 3.3; it is partof the struturing proedure and allows reursive onstrution of disourse.The sdrs obtained in �gure 4(a) an produe the text 8 : � Sentene1. DonSentene2. � 9 . Let us mention that, following [6℄, a ondition suh as im-plies(e1, e2) is not neessarily assoiated with a rhetorial relation; it may forinstane be assoiated with a prediate (� verbal �) whih gives rise to andrs (� X1 implique X2. � 10 , � de X1 on obtient X2. � 11 or � X2 se déduit deX1 �). 12Disourse relations rulesResultat :implies(e1, e2) → π1 π2

π1 : Calulate_sdrs(e1)
π2 : Calulate_sdrs(e2)Resultat(π1, π2)(a)

Case reasonning shema1 21 : 3 4 5 6Consequene( 3 , 4 )Consequene( 5 , 6 ) 2 : ConludeConsequene( 1 , 2 ) (b)Fig. 4. Rhetorial struturing rules and shema
8 Our system produe frenh texts, so
9 � Sentene1. therefore Sentene2. �
10 � X1 implies X2. �
11 � from X1 we obtain X2. �
12 � X2 is dedued from X1 � 7



However our strategy di�ers from [6℄ in many points. On the one hand, thelogial forms of our doument struturing input ontain informations whihan re�et ommuniative intentions. This allows us to selet from a widerange of rhetorial relations, mainly by varying the illoutionary fores. Wefollow in this the [2℄ hypothesis assuming that the arguments of rhetorialrelations should be speeh ats tokens, and that the relations indue an illo-utionary typing. In our appliation, we have to translate �proving ats� (thePhoX ommands typed by the redator) into speeh ats. The rules are sim-ilar to those in �gure 4(a) exept that when a triggering ondition has beenomputed from an operation from the proof sript, it an yield an imperativelause. For instane, a ondition suh as hoose(n) an produe an indiative(�on hoisit n...� 13 ) or an imperative (�soit n...� 14 ). Indeed, following [9℄,we assume that imperatives denote ations whose semanti ontributions isto hange the ontext like a (deonti) modal operator; now in text proofs, ithappens that the ations denoted by imperatives usually orrespond to somesteps of the demonstration proess.Another partiularity of our approah omes from the treatment of reason-ing strategy announements mentioned in the logial form and alulated fromthe proof sript. Suh an announement does not diretly trigger a rhetorialrelation, but a rhetorial shema assoiated with the reasoning strategy. Ashema is in fat a omplex struture ontaining a ertain number of relations.For example, the ase reasoning shema is given in �gure 4(b). Using the proofsript information allows us to skip some proof portions along the line of thehosen shema to produe a oarse grained text.This treatment an be motivated by a ommon property of reasoningstrategies, that is their dependeny on fundamental theorems (e.g. the elimi-nation of ∨ for ase reasoning) that are never expliited in the text proofs, butwhih indue preise disourse on�gurations (e.g. a sequene of � si...,alors... � 15for ase reasoning). Suh a triggered shema ontains just a rhetorial skeletonwhih will be later on shaped to �ll the logial form ontent.3.3 AlgorithmThe algorithm takes as input a list of logial forms in order to produe thedoument plan: an sdrs. It works in an inremental way and ahieves twodi�erent treatments: one is ativates rhetorial shema, i.e. omplex sdrstrigged by reasoning strategies or intentional onditions, we hoose a rhetorialshema SCH, onstrut reursively the SDRSs orresponding to the elementsof SCH and then saturate it; the seond implements a delarative treatmentà la [6℄ for simple rules like Resultat (�gure 4a).
13 �We hoose n ...�
14 �Let n ...�
15 � if...,then... � 8



Calulate_SDRS(listeFL)for Ci in listeFLif Ci ontains a strategy or intentional onditions Sithenhoose a shema SCHifor eah Li,j in SCHi// where Li,j is an element of SCHiSDRSi,j = Calulate_SDRS(FLi,j)// where FLi,j is the formula assoiated to Li,jSDRSi = result of �lling SCHi with {SDRSi,j}jelseSDRSi = Calulate_DRS(Ci) // following the algorithm of [6℄return SDRSiApplying the doument struturing algorithm to the message in �gure 3,produe, as a possible solution, the doument plan represented in �gure 5.
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...Fig. 5. A fragment of possible doument plan for �√2 is irrational �9



4 ConlusionThe deep generation model in GePhoX proposes a planning strategy whihis original for at least two reasons. First, in omparison to the existing prooftext automati generators, the disourse (plans) produed by GePhoX lookmore natural and loser to hand-written proofs. This is due to the spei�ityof the ontent determination module ContDet whih takes advantage of theproof assistant output, essentially by extrating informations of intentionalnature (e.g. the proof sript ommands).Seondly, even if use of intentions in natural language generation is notnew (e.g. f. [10℄), the solution presented here, whih onsist in taking intoaount the redator intentions, has the advantage of being simple and el-egant. Atually, our approah is hybrid in that both intentional onditionsand informational (semantial) onditions of the input produe the same dis-ourse strutures: fragments of sdrs. These fragments are then assembled onthe basis of a unique proedure (whih is only onstrained by well-formednessrules in sdrt). This way, we an moreover avoid the well-known omplexityof a separate treatment of ommuniative goals and rhetorial strutures.The text in �gure 6 illustrates the kind of output produed.De�nition 1. Nous dé�nissons Q omme un sous-ensemble de N∗ tel que ∀m ∈ Q on a
∃n ∈ N m2= 2 ∗ n2Lemma 2. Pour tout m ∈ N on a ¬(Qm)Lemma 3. si ∀m, n ∈ N (m2= 2 ∗ n2 → m = 0 ∧ n = 0) alors √

2 /∈ QTheorem. √
2 /∈ QProof. Soit n, m ∈ N. Supposons que m2= 2 ∗ n2. Par le lemme 2 nous avons ¬(Qm). Si

m = 0 nous obtenons failement n = 0; si m > 0 alors nous avons (Qm) par dé�nition de
Q et don une ontradition. Don ∀m, n ∈ N (m2= 2 ∗ n2 → m = 0 ∧ n = 0), d'après lelemme 3 nous avons don √
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